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Flaxman
sentenced
Luke Garrett
News Editor
Robert Flaxman, father of a
former USD engineering student,
was sentenced to a month in
prison Friday for his involvement
in the “Varsity Blues” college
admission scandal, according to
the Department of Justice.
The
nationwide
scandal
consisted of wealthy parents
getting their children into midrange and elite universities
through doctored test scores and
fake athletic profiles. Felicity
Huffman, star of the television
drama “Desperate Housewives,”
was the first parent to be
sentenced in the “Varsity Blues”
scandal. She was sentenced to 14
days in federal prison for paying
$15,000 to alter her daughter’s
SAT scores.
Flaxman’s lawyers made a
last-minute attempt to evade
prison time by arguing he was
less “noxious” than other parents
involved, The Los Angeles Times
reported. The prosecutor and
judge disagreed.
Flaxman, a Los Angeles real
estate developer, pled guilty to
paying $75,000 to William “Rick”
Signer in exchange for a rigged
increase of his daughter’s ACT
scores, which were sent to the
University of San Diego, among
other similar schools.
The University of San Diego

See Varsity Blues, Page 2

No NYT, says ASG
ASG leadership fully defunds readership program

The WSJ subscription cancellation email sent to USD students this past week, after ASG did not re-fund the WSJ by Oct. 8.
Luke Garrett/The USD Vista

Luke Garrett
News Editor
University of San Diego
students’ access to free daily news
is set to end on Nov. 8. The free
digital subscription to The New
York Times is no longer supported
by the leadership team of
Associated Student Government
(ASG).
The team announced its plan
to diverge funds from the College
Readership Program on Oct. 17
during a senate meeting. This plan
to defund The New York Times

stands in direct contradiction to
ASG’s earlier assurance to the
student body that one digital
subscription would remain free to
students this year.
ASG
President
Marion
Chavarria Rivera said the
decision is not official, as ASG
senate still has to vote to finalize
the movement of funds. But,
Chavarria Rivera and the rest of
the executive team spoke as if
funds have already been moved.
“We have decided to not fund
the College Readership Program
this year because of the resources

Copley Library offers students,”
Chavarria Rivera said.
Although Chavarria Rivera’s
reasoning behind the move is that
the library’s newspaper resources
as similar to that provided by the
College Readership Program, this
is not the case. The library does
not offer students daily news, but
a piecemeal of individual stories
tailored for research use.
Students, for instance, who
wonder what The New York
Times front page story is will have
to search “New York Times front

See ASG, Page 3

SD fire
prevention

Mikeala Foehr
Asst. News Editor
Fire season is nothing new to
California, but electric companies’
strategies to cope with the danger
are. Two weeks ago on Oct. 9,
University of San Diego Public
Safety Chief James Miyashiro
sent out an email warning of
potential power outages in the
San Diego area. These outages
were to be coordinated by San
Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E)
to combat fire risks. The USD
campus was not listed in the
affected areas, but many campus
community members still stood to
be impacted.
“The concern was primarily
for staff and students, some of
them that may commute from
certain sections that were affected
by this,” said Miyashiro.
Chief
Miyashiro
wanted
to make sure that community
members were aware of whether
or not they would be impacted by
the outages, so they knew to take
any precautions necessary for an
abrupt loss of power.
Luckily, SDG&E shut off
the power to very few areas in
San Diego, and for only a short
amount of time. Even Chief
Miyashiro, whose home was listed
in a potentially affected area,
never actually lost power.
Multiple electric and gas
companies
across
California

See Fire, Page 3

FUSO attends 2019 Friendship Games

Thousands of students gather in Orange County for annual Filipino-American event
For over three decades,
Filipino-American
student
organizations have gathered
every year at California State
University, Fullerton to celebrate
and partake in Friendship Games.
Last Saturday, 55 members of
USD’s Filipino Ugnayan Student
Organization
(FUSO)
woke
up at 4:30 a.m. at their hotel
in LA County to participate in
Friendship Games as the club has
done annually.
Friendship Games is a day-long
event of games and performances.
Ali Agbayani, a sophomore who
went to Friendship Games for the
first time this year, emphasized
the focus on unity among the
participating Filipino cultural
organizations.
“Friendship Games is basically
like the Filipino Olympics,”
Agbayani said. “It’s an annual

event where Filipino culture
clubs from all around California,
Arizona, and New Mexico all get
together as a big family to play
picnic games, perform spirit
chants, and dance.”
FUSO students practiced
for weeks in preparation for
the games played throughout
Friendship Games. The games,
all very physical and requiring a
lot of teamwork, take place during
the day, meaning the sun on the
backs of the players is brutally
hot. However, the hard work
paid off, as Agbayani stated that
FUSO winning “The Nasty,” a
game involving a PVC pipe passed
between players’ legs, was one of
her favorite moments of the day.
“We just put so much effort
into practicing so that we could
place again during ‘The Nasty’
game because we got first place
last year, but everyone was so busy
that we couldn’t practice with
the whole team until the day of,”

Campus
Update

Editorial:
Shelter pets

Catherine Silvey
Feature Editor

See News, page 2

See Opinion, page 5

Agbayani said. “The feeling I got
when they announced our school
as the winning team and everyone
from FUSO was cheering was just
so exciting, and it makes me want
to keep being a part of FUSO for

the rest of my time at USD.”
While all of the teams are
extremely
competitive
and
spend extensive time and effort
preparing for the big day,
everyone cheers each other on,

supporting not only their own
teams but every other team in
attendance.
“There was so much support
and love not only within each team

See FUSO, Page 8

USD Filipino Ugnayan Student Organization (FUSO) celebrates during the 2019 Friendship Games.

Illness across
campus
See Feature, pages 6-7

Finding fall in
San Diego
See A&C, page 9
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Reid Sinnett
profile
See Sports, page 12
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Campus Update
Probable mumps case at USD

Mumps might be back on campus after a four-year respite. The Student Health
Center received notice on Oct. 18 that a USD graduate student was diagnosed with
probable mumps, according to an email sent out to the entire campus community.
A “small number” of classmates were exposed to the diagnosed student but all
of the exposed are fully vaccinated, which lowers their risk of developing mumps,
according to the Student Health Center Director Pamela Sikes. The graduate student
with mumps is off campus and recovering.
The USD Student Health Center provides the measles, mumps, rubella (MMR)
vaccine to students. For students with the with the university’s health insurance, the
immunization is free; the vaccine is $75 otherwise.
Some students may remember the 2016 mumps outbreak on campus, when 13
students were affected by the disease. Many of these diagnosed in 2016 had received
two measles, mumps, rubella (MMR) vaccines, but not a third booster MMR. In 2016,
USD gave out 2,100 free vaccines to students.
Mumps is a contagious disease caused by a virus, according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. The virus can infect others through coughing,
sneezing, and sharing consumable products. Symptoms include a few days of fever
that develop into a headache, muscle aches, fatigue, and loss of appetite, according
to the center. Within two days of contracting the disease, most people with mumps
experience swollen salivary glands and jaw, along with puffy cheeks.
Anyone with symptoms of mumps is urged to self-isolate and see a medical
provider, as soon as possible.

ASG senate transparency

Associated Student Government members made mention of transparency again
this past Thursday and announced the steps they have already taken to address the
issue.
Public Relations Chair Daniel Rodriguez posted all of the senate minutes on the
ASG website and agendas as well as instructed all of the senators to have their office
hours updated online.
The ASG Instagram livestream is set to be uploaded on YouTube and archived so
students can watch the senate meeting after it has occurred.

Repair project and road closure

Valley Field and the hillside surrounding it have undergone an emergency
construction project this past month because of a storm drain burst, according to
project manager Ron Weatherford.
USD officials discovered the pipe break in June and began a $200,000 construction
project on Sept. 16.
The project manager said the pipes were made of galvanized steel and were eaten
away by USD’s corrosive soil over the year. USD is re-laying 500 feet of polyurethane
during the repair project.
During the repair, construction workers discovered that a “man hole” on Alcalá
Park Way had collapsed because of similar corrosion, according to Weatherford. This
prompted the recent emergency road closures communicated to the USD campus.
Weatherford estimates a Nov. 15 end date for the repair project.

Two reported vehicle burglaries
A pair of cars were reported stolen on Oct. 22 at the University of San Diego. The
Department of Public Safety (DPS) notified residents of the two burglaries the day they
were reported.
The first theft occurred at 4:13 a.m. on Oct. 22 at the University Terrace Apartments
(UTA’s) east parking lot, according to DPS. The second car was stolen some time
between Oct. 21 and Oct. 22 at the Alcalá Vistas north parking lot.
The investigation is still ongoing and no suspect(s) are in custody, DPS said in a
email notification.

Former USD father sentenced
Flaxman earns one month in prison for doctoring his daughter’s ACT scores

Varsity Blues from Page 1

received little-to-no mention
during the sentencing hearing
or in news coverage, despite its
frequent presence in the initial
Department of Justice (DOJ)
indictment.
The March indictment against
Flaxman concerned his son
and daughter, Martin Fox, and
Singer. According to the DOJ,
Fox facilitated bribes allegedly
paid for by Flaxman and received
by former USD men’s basketball
head coach Lamont Smith. In
return for the payments, Smith
allegedly designated the son
and daughter of Flaxman as a
basketball recruit and manager,
respectively.
Flaxman’s
children
both
gained admission, but only his
son attended USD as an Industrial

and Systems Engineering major
for three years. The son was not
included in the plea agreement,
but no longer attends the
university.
The 63-year-old developer is
the 1oth person to be sentenced

out of the 15 other parents who
pled guilty to involvement in
the “Varsity Blues” scandal. In
court filings, his lawyer, William
Weinreb, insisted that the judge
look upon Flaxman differently,
The Los Angeles Times reported.

Weinreb said his client’s
intentions were not like those
of other parents who wanted to
give their privileged children
an additional boost by buying
admission into an elite school.
The attorney argued that Flaxman

A portion of the Department of Justice chart that tracks the more than 50 defendants accused in the “Varsity Blues” scandal.
Graphic courtesy of the Department of Justice

was led by misguided hopes of
admitting his daughter, who had
a history of undisclosed troubles,
into a mid-range college.
Singer convinced Flaxman
that his daughter wouldn’t gain
admission
anywhere
unless
her ACT scores were increased,
which led Flaxman to cheat,
Weinreb argued. He said that this
difference in intention does not
deserve prison time.
The prosecutors reportedly
rebutted with a similar argument
many of the guilty parents face:
prison time is needed for those
who cheated the college admission
process in order to boost their
already privileged children.
In addition to the one month
sentence, Flaxman must complete
250 hours of community service
and pay $50,000 in fines.
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NYT access set to end on 11/8
ASG claims Copley Library provides similar access as NYT and WSJ subscriptions

ASG from Page 1

page story,” copy the headline,
then paste that title into the
library’s database, all to read a
pictureless story.
“In reality what ASG was
paying for was an ease of access
(to news) and we thought it was
a better use of the funds to give
students services that would
better them in a different way,”
Finance Chair George Saunderson
said. “ASG is not going to fund (the
College Readership Program).”
Ease is not all that is lost.
In losing The New York Times
subscription, students will no
longer have access to the mobile
app, website, and multimedia
storytelling provided by the
world’s leading paper.
Despite
this,
the
ASG
Leadership team believes that
the Copley Library research
access to newspapers is sufficient
to replace the daily news access
that was provided by the College
Readership Program.
Copley
Library
librarian
Catherine Paolillo attended the

Oct. 17 senate meeting and said
the library will work with ASG
to better promote the library’s
research access to students.
Paolillo also clarified that library
access is not a subscription like
that provided by the program.
“It doesn’t look like the online
subscription,” Paolillo said.
The Copley Library does have
a single copy of eight different
newspapers each morning, but
the newspapers cannot be taken
outside the library and can only be
viewed by one student at a time.
Professor of Communications
Studies Mary Brinson, Ph.D.
was shocked to hear about
the defunding of both digital
subscriptions.
“They are defunding that
now?” Brinson asked. “So that is
even worse. I was upset enough
that they don’t actually have
the actual newspapers because
I think for students to be able
to easily grab a newspaper was
a huge benefit. But to get rid of
that free subscription for students
is incredibly dangerous and

detrimental for students.”
Brinson went on to explain
how access to The Wall Street
Journal and The New York Times
prevents readers from becoming
polarized by allowing them to read
the top-tier perspectives on both
sides of the aisle. With both soon
to be gone, Brinson fears students
will read more polarizing media,
such as Fox News and CNN.
“We pay enough money for
tuition and we owe our students
to help them stay politically
knowledgeable
and
civically
engaged,” Brinson said.
To the ASG Leadership team,
the money used for the College
Readership Program is not worth
it for students.
“What we are going to be doing
is taking the portion of money
given to (The New York Times
subscription) and reallocating to
something that will better serve
the students,” Chavarria Rivera
said.
Vice President Greyson Taylor
listed some initiatives he wants
the diverged funds to pay for: free

pens, printing, and Lyft credit.
In brief, “It just wasn’t worth
$13,000 for that,” Taylor said.
While this is Taylor’s belief,
the numbers of the program seem
to be contrary. When broken
down, the College Readership
Program — as it stands until
Oct. 8 — provides USD students
with one year of free New York
Times digital access for just over
two dollars per student. If ASG
senate follows the leadership
team’s decision and the program
is defunded, USD students will be
forced to pay more than that for
just one week of access to NYT.
In other words, one year of
daily New York Times digital
access will jump from $2 per year
to $195 per year — nearly 100
times more expensive.
A year-long history lies behind
this past week’s move to end the
program entirely. Over the past
year, the College Readership
Program has been incrementally
defunded. Two years ago, the
program was co-funded by
Residential Life and ASG. It

provided physical stacks of The
New York Times, USA Today, and
The San Diego Union-Tribune.
The previous ASG leadership
team defunded the physical
newspapers over the summer
of 2018 without the senate’s
approval. The team based their
decision off of a poll that received
under 100 answers. This caused
the Senate body to override the
leadership team’s decision and
put the program up to a vote from
students. This vote — although
unanimously supported — never
happened, and the delivery of the
physical newspapers stopped.
In May of 2019, last year’s ASG
further defunded the program
by ending The Wall Street
Journal digital subscription, but
confirmed The New York Times
subscription would remain.
This year’s ASG leadership
team now plans to defund the
program in its entirety, and —
with senate’s support — it will do
just that.
Anderson Haigler contributed
reporting.

SDG&E power lines shut off
USD Department of Public Safety shares safety preparations during fire season

Fire from Page 1

utilize the strategy of shutting
off power to prevent further fire
damage. Unfortunately, in some
parts of the state, the power
outages proved to be a much
bigger problem. Pacific Gas &
Electric (PG&E), which operates
in Northern California, shut off
power to two million people for
multiple days. The shutdown
caused life to come to a full stop,
with schools and businesses
closing during this time.
Chief Miyashiro appreciates
that the companies are at least
doing something to prevent
fires, but wishes that they would
put their energies into different
initiatives.
“It is good that (SDG&E)
are always thinking about fires
since, in San Diego, we have them
every year and it can cost billions
of dollars’ worth of damage,’’
Miyashiro said. “But what I think
they should be doing is taking
proactive steps to maybe move
power lines underground so
winds can no longer knock them

down.”
Maeve Leinenger, a junior
from Napa County, did not agree
with the fire prevention strategy,
even though she recognizes the
need to try and avoid the annual
danger.
“There were a lot of people
without power for too much time,”
Leinenger said. “I realize if you
look back at 2017 with how many
acres were burned, it does make
sense to try and prevent that, but
I don’t think shutting everyone’s
power off is the best choice.”
Nicole Hunter, a sophomore
from the Los Angeles area, doesn’t
mind the planned outages as
much since she has had multiple
experiences with fires accidentally
started by electric companies.
“It pretty much happens every
year where electric companies
try to fix something and it ends
up way worse than it started, so
not having power at all when the
threat is highest might be a good
thing,” Hunter said.
Hunter
recognizes
the
difficulties of making decisions

like these, but for her, fire safety is
most important.
“It is hard in today’s world
where we are dependent on
electricity for everything, but the
climate of Southern California
just isn’t made for mistakes like a
flying spark,” Hunter said.
As the fire season continues
across the state, power outages

like these may become more
frequent. With this, it is
important to always be prepared.
Chief Miyashiro recommends
keeping essential devices, such
as phones, well charged, as well
as having spare batteries working
flashlights on hand.
Additionally, USD Public
Safety publishes its Annual

Security Report online, which
outlines campus emergency and
evacuation procedures for every
situation the campus community
could face. On the topic of fires,
the report has tips for managing
fires on campus, what to do when
encountering a wildfire, where to
evacuate to, and how to evacuate
from a house if necessary.

The power lines that run through USD’s campus onto Teclote Canyon.

Mikaela Foehr/The USD Vista

Retraction 10/17
Associated Student Government President Marion Chavarria Rivera’s last names have been incorrectly printed as Rivera; the correct last name is Chavarria Rivera.
Nathan Chang was incorrectly named in the “Mata’yumm event” story as Ryan Chang.
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Trump-ing the Constitution
Calamitous press conference demonstrates the president’s self-serving nature

Eric Boose
Opinion Editor
By the time Mick Mulvaney
ended his Thursday press
briefing on Oct. 17, the acting
White House Chief of Staff had
not only told Democrats in the
House of Representatives exactly
the words they had wanted
to hear in their impeachment
inquiry, but also revealed a
new blatant violation of the
Constitution.
For some background, the
House, in which Democrats hold
a majority, is in the midst of a
formal impeachment inquiry
into the president’s decision to
withhold nearly $400 million
in military aid from Ukraine.
In a July phone call, Trump
asked the Ukrainian president
to conduct opposition research
on former Vice President Joe
Biden, and his son Hunter,
who was on the board of a
Ukrainian energy company. In
their inquiry, House Democrats
aim to determine whether the
decision to withhold aid, which
came only a few days after the
phone call, constitutes either
bribery or “high crimes and
misdemeanors,” both offenses
for which the president can be
impeached.
If the House finds sufficient
evidence that there was a “quid
pro quo” agreement — an
exchange of something (in this
case, $400 million in military
aid to Ukraine) for something
else
(Ukraine
investigating
one
of
Trump’s
political
opponents) — they will likely
be comfortable introducing
articles of impeachment, which
would then compel the Senate
to hold an impeachment trial.
If found guilty by the Senate,
Trump would become the first
president to be removed from
office following impeachment.
In the press briefing last
Thursday, Mulvaney all but
confirmed that the decision
to withhold military aid from
Ukraine had been an attempt to
encourage Ukraine to conduct
an investigation which would
benefit
Trump
politically,
according to The New York
Times. “There’s going to be
political influence in foreign
policy,” Mulvaney said. “Get
over it.”
By the end of the day on
Thursday,
Mulvaney
had
outright denied making such a
statement, despite the fact that
he had made that statement
in a room full of reporters at a
televised briefing. While it is
worth noting that The New York
Times reported the investigation
Mulvaney mentioned was not an
investigation into the Bidens, but
an investigation of a debunked

theory
that
Ukraine
had
interfered in the 2016 election,
not Russia, that is beside the
point.
Mulvaney’s
defiant
statement seemed to condone
the president using his office for
personal gain, something which
has never been, nor should ever
be allowed in this country.
Not only did Mulvaney
essentially confirm that Trump
withheld aid from Ukraine in
hopes of benefitting personally,
he also revealed another way
Trump is using his office to
benefit himself. In fact, that
announcement was the original
purpose of the press conference.
The United States is the
host country for next year’s
Group of Seven (G-7) Summit,
meaning heads of state from
Canada, Germany, Italy, France,
Japan, and the United Kingdom
will travel to an American
venue of the president’s choice
for a multi-day discussion of
economic policy. They will bring
with them staffs of advisors,
translators, and security —
all of whom will stay at the
venue. Journalists will join the
diplomats and staffers in staying
at the venue while they cover the
summit. Clearly, hosting a G-7
summit is a lucrative deal. On
Thursday, Mulvaney revealed
Trump’s choice of venue: the
Trump National Doral Golf Club
in Miami.
Essentially, in announcing
the G-7 host site, Mulvaney
announced that the president
was going to blatantly violate
the Constitution. By awarding
the G-7 Summit to a Trumpowned venue, Trump is violating
not one, but two clauses of the
Constitution. In Article II, the

Audrey Garrett/The USD Vista

according
to
Newsweek.
Therefore, any money Trump
makes from hosting the G-7
at the Doral, either from the
federal government or any of
the visiting governments, would
be a violation of both Article II’s
domestic emoluments clause,
and Article I’s title of nobility
clause — the clause most
commonly referred to as the
“emoluments clause.”
Of course, Mulvaney was
quick to defend Trump at the
press conference, saying, “he’s
not making any money off of
this, just like he’s not making any
money from working here. And

It is entirely possible that... Trump has no
idea what the emoluments clause or the
title of nobility clause says or, as it turns
out, does not care.
Constitution states that the
president “shall not receive
within that Period any other
Emolument from the United
States,” making any federal
funds spent on Trump’s stay —
for housing the president, his
staff, and security — at the Doral
for the summit a violation of the
domestic emoluments clause.
Also, in Article I, the
Constitution
prohibits
any member of the federal
government from receiving “any
present, Emolument, Office, or
Title, of any kind whatever, from
any King, Prince, or foreign
State,”
without
Congress’
consent. At the G-7, the Doral
will be hosting six foreign
states. As to whether Congress
consents, Democrats are already
planning a formal rebuke of
the president for his decision,

if you think it’s going to help his
brand, that’s great, but I would
suggest that he probably doesn’t
need much help promoting his
brand.” Had Trump, like other
presidents before him, divested
from his businesses, Mulvaney
would be right. However,
according to Business Insider,
Trump has not divested from
his businesses, and his assets
are currently being held by his
sons, both of whom are Trump
Organization executives.
Days after announcing the
Doral as the host of the G-7,
Trump did something he has
rarely done before — he took it
back. Saturday night, Trump
tweeted that the G-7 Summit
would no longer be held at the
National Doral golf course.
However, he was less than
gracious in announcing the

change. In his tweet, Trump
blamed
“the
Do
Nothing
Radical Left Democrats & their
Partner, the Fake News Media”
for forcing the change, saying
nothing about the Constitution.
It is entirely possible that Trump
chose to blame Democrats and
the news media, two of his
favorite political scapegoats,
simply because he could. It is
also entirely possible that this
was because Trump has no idea
what the emoluments clause or
the title of nobility clause says
or, as it turns out, does not care.
On Monday, Trump referred to
the emoluments clause as the
“phony emoluments clause,”
indicating his blatant disregard
for the law.
Combine Trump’s decision
to hold a major international
summit at one of his own
properties and the subsequent
tantrum he threw when people
pointed out how clearly it
violated
the
Constitution
with the outright admission
that he withheld military aid
from Ukraine to try and earn
a personal favor, and it is
impossible to miss how selfserving he is. Trump is putting
his personal interests first, when
as president he should be serving
the interests of the people first.
Worse still, he is demonstrating
a serious disrespect for the
Constitution — our founding
document and most basic set of
laws.
In the United States, no
one, not even the president, is
above the law. The impeachment
process exists to hold the
president accountable, and it is
a large part of how we protect

ourselves from tyranny.
On
Thursday,
Mick
Mulvaney
gave
House
Democrats an admission that
they have been searching for
in their impeachment inquiry.
That should be enough for
them to take action toward
holding Trump accountable to
the law and filing articles of
impeachment.
If it is not enough, Mulvaney
also essentially admitted that
the president was planning on
violating Article I and Article II
of the Constitution. Arguably, the
decision to host the G-7 Summit
at a Trump property would be
an impeachable offense on its
own. Congress not only has the
power, but the responsibility to
hold a president accountable if
they violate the Constitution, no
matter how blatant the violation.
Had Trump not reversed course
on the location for the G-7
summit, it surely would have
led to its own impeachment
proceedings.
Whether
considered
separately
or
together,
Mulvaney’s admissions
on
Thursday make it clear: Donald
Trump is abusing his office
for personal gain, and must
be held accountable. It is time
for lawmakers on both sides of
the aisle to stand up for their
country. These are not offenses
where a slap on the wrist will
suffice. These offenses require
a more serious recourse. The
Constitution cannot defend
itself, it requires Americans to
use the framework it sets out in
its defense. As such, there is no
clear path forward other than
impeachment.

The views expressed in the editorial and op-ed sections are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the
University of San Diego, or its student body.
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Picking a pet from the pound
The benefits of adopting a dog from a shelter rather than from a breeder

Amy Inkrott
Copy Editor
When I was in fourth grade,
my family decided to adopt our
first dog. At the time, I was very
protective of my cat, Chloe, and
was not in love with the idea of a
dog. Because of this, my parents
wanted me to feel included
in the adoption process. The
three of us spent hours sitting
at the computer researching
different breeds and finding
local breeders. After a few days
of looking, however, my parents
decided to take me to our local
animal shelter.
The three of us were initially
overwhelmed by the sheer
number of dogs cooped up in
that small building. I remember
walking past the glass stall doors
and seeing the sad eyes of a dog
looking back at me. Eventually,
we stopped at a room containing
a very hyper and energetic dog.
Immediately, I fell in love with
this puppy, and my cat was all
but forgotten. An hour later,
we were pulling away from
the shelter with a new dog in
the backseat. But despite how
excited I was about this new
addition to our family, I couldn’t
help but look back at the dogs
that were left behind.
The American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

(ASPCA) estimates that nearly
3.3 million dogs enter animal
shelters each year. While some
of these pets are reunited with
their previous owners, others
are left to wait for adoption.
Many of our country’s animal
shelters are overcrowded and
cannot handle the high number
of pets. According to People
for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals
(PETA),
“healthy,
young, and adoptable” pets are
euthanized as a result of shelter
overcrowding.
Despite
this
abundance
of dogs in shelters, some pet
owners choose to purchase
their pets from puppy mills
or purebred dog breeders.
The American Pet Products
Association (APPA) found that
34 percent of all adopted dogs
were obtained from a specialized
breeder. Often, a breeder will
look to create a line of purebred
dogs, all from the same breed.
Purebred dogs are sometimes
seen as a matter of pride or as a
symbol of social status.
But these seemingly perfect
pets come with a price; dogs
purchased from a breeder can
often cost between $500 and
$3,000. Sometimes, the dogs
can face serious health issues as
a result of overbreeding. Animal
rescue organization RedRover
reports that puppy-mill pets

will often get sick or suffer from
nervousness from the poor
conditions at the mill.
While no shelter dog is
perfect, they do have some
benefits
over
those
from
specialized breeders. Shelters
encourage people to select a dog
based on its unique personality
rather than just the specific
breed. The San Diego Humane
Society, less than a mile away
from USD’s campus, currently
houses nearly 50 dogs, varying
in age and breed. Some of these
dogs are a mix of breeds, resulting
in a dog unlike any other. Many
shelter dogs, however, are pit
bulls, chihuahuas, and German
shepherds — breeds often
associated with aggression and
difficult behaviors.
Knowing that some will
outright reject these dogs,
shelters look to emphasize the
personalities of these pups. Each
dog is given an introduction
sign, highlighting some of their
best traits and mannerisms.
Adopters are encouraged to
interact and spend time with the
dogs to find the best fit for all
parties involved. Adoption costs
are also significantly lower for
shelter dogs; at the San Diego
Humane Society, fees range
from $12 to $100.
On any given afternoon at
the University of San Diego,

dogs can be found roaming
across the college campus. These
dogs serve many purposes,
from service animals, to fun fur
friends. Students considering
pet adoption should look to their
local animal shelters rather than
a large commercial puppy mill or
specialized dog breeder.
Two summers ago, my
family said goodbye to that
happy shelter dog we adopted
all those years ago. Almost
immediately, we felt something
was missing. A week later, we sat
around the computer, scrolling
through pages of breeders’
dogs.
Eventually,
however,
we stumbled upon a picture
of a young dog at an animal
shelter 30 miles away. This dog
was included on the 24-hour

euthanasia list, set to be put
down the following morning.
In a moment of spontaneity,
my five-person family piled into
our Chevy Cruze, and sped over
to the shelter. We pulled into the
parking lot 20 minutes before
the shelter closed, and asked to
meet the dog we saw online. As
soon as the gate was opened,
this 10-month-old pit bull mix
began racing around us with the
biggest smile on her face. She
was perfect.
With no room in the car, our
newest family member sat in
my lap during the drive home.
As we pulled away from the
shelter, I hugged my new dog
a little tighter, knowing we had
saved her life and that she would
change ours for the better.

Former shelter dog Nala settles into her new home after being adopted.
Amy Inkrott/The USD Vista

Op-Ed: A chance to progress
The Supreme Court has a chance to reshape anti-discrimination law for the better

Brandt Jager
Op-Ed Contributor
On Tuesday, Oct. 8, the
Supreme Court sat down to
discuss a multitude of issues,
including
gun
rights
and
abortion regulation. The focus,
however, was on whether or
not an employer should be able
to fire an employee for being
LGBTQ+. According to CBS
News, the primary question
had to do with whether or not
federal law specifically protects
LGBTQ+
individuals
from
employment discrimination.
My initial assumption was
that there was no rational reason
as to why someone should be
fired because of their gender
or sexual orientation, and that
doing so was a clear violation of
equal opportunity employment
laws. Yet as I probed deeper, I
was disturbed to find that the
law, unfortunately, is in no way
that clear cut.
The U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity
Commission
(EEOC)
states
that
“sex
discrimination involves treating
someone (an applicant or
employee) unfavorably because
of that person’s sex.” With all the
definitions surrounding gender
and sex being thrown around
today, that law sounds pretty
vague.

In this case, the debate then
becomes centered upon whether
the word “sex,” includes all
of the LGBTQ+ community.
Unfortunately, law tends to
reveal
how
unnecessarily
complex these kinds of debates
can be. Oftentimes, how we
view a single word can radically
change
the
definition
or
application of a law, and so it is
necessary to approach this case
very technically.
It should also be noted that
this is not the first time a law’s
definition would be forced
to be viewed from a shifted
perspective. A perfect example
of this is how the phrase “All
men are created equal,” only
began to be applied to African
Americans after the victories of
the 1960s civil rights movement.
Jim Crow laws were mandated
and enforced until 1965.
This is where Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964
becomes extremely important.
This title specifically refers to
what can legally be defined as
workplace discrimination, and
will therefore likely become the
center of conversation in the
Supreme Court hearings. Section
703 of Title VII states that “It
shall be unlawful employment
practice for an employer to
limit, segregate, or classify his
employees or applicants for

employment in any way which
would deprive ... any individual
of employment opportunities or
otherwise adversely affect his
status as an employee, because
of such individual’s race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin.”
Once again, we are reduced
to the nitty gritty, to picking
apart the meaning of sex as
written in the law. Technically
speaking, as written, Section 703
would protect members of the
transgender community because
it explicitly refers to sex, but
doesn’t specifically talk about
sexual orientation. This is where
we run into some confusing
problems. It is absurd to think
of a law that prohibits you from
firing someone for being trans,
but allows you to fire them for
being gay. What if, for example,
an individual is gay and trans
and gets fired from their job?
As written, Title VII creates this
weird grey area where the law
gets pretty hazy because sexual
orientation was simply not
discussed like it is today at the
time it was written.
I believe, as Supreme Court
Justice Sonia Sotomayor says,
“The public expects the law
to be static and predictable.
The law, however, is uncertain
and responds to changing
circumstances.
Our
society
would be straitjacketed were

not the courts, with the able
assistance of the lawyers,
constantly overhauling the law
and adapting it to the realities of
ever-changing social, industrial,
and political conditions.”
The EEOC did not have any
laws or regulations surrounding
sexual harassment in the
workplace until the 1980s. The
reality is that our laws are not
static: they can adapt and simply
making the definition of “sex”
include sexual orientation in
Section 703 would not be that
radical of a move.
I do not believe somebody’s
personal opinion surrounding
sexual orientation, whether
for religious reasons or others,
should permit the blanket
discrimination of an entire
group of people, potentially
damaging their opportunities to
seek employment in the future.
This runs contrary to the values
we hold as a nation, claiming to
support liberty, progress, and
equality.
The LGBTQ+ community has
always existed, but it was not
until the explosion of Christianity
that the subject became taboo.
The Yale University Press states
in an article titled “Bisexuality in
the Ancient World,” “bisexuality
was intrinsic to the cultures
of the ancient world. In both
Greece and Rome, sexual

relationships between men were
acknowledged, tolerated, and
widely celebrated in literature
and art.” Let us just accept that
an era of time has dawned where
we should put an end to legallysanctioned
discrimination
based on sexual orientation
and
gender.
Contemporary
Americans should focus on
trying to understand and accept
each other as equals, and
focus on using our resources
for positive change instead of
channeling them into the disdain
and divisiveness that impede
our progress and keeps us in the
shadows of fearing the other.
When our society still
struggles with accepting basic
human rights issues in our own
nation, when our society is not
wanting to accept change, it
displays a deeply saddening
situation. The so-called “issues”
of gender equality, sexual
equality, and marriage equality
should no longer be issues. It
takes focus away from more
imperative
challenges
that
have significant impact on the
lives of every living person on
Earth — issues including the
environmental crisis, political
divisiveness, and developing
nations struggling with famine
and poverty. It’s time to use our
influence to lift up the people of
the world.

The views expressed in the editorial and op-ed sections are not necessarily those of The USD Vista staff, the
University of San Diego, or its student body.
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AS TEMPERATURES COOL AND MIDTERM
SEASON
HEATS
UP,
IN
COME
THE
UNWANTED BUT INEVITABLE MAINSTAYS
OF FALL SEMESTER — RUNNY NOSES,
SCRATCHY THROATS, AND THE DREADED
IN-CLASS
SNEEZE
FESTS.
COLLEGE
STUDENTS ARE ESPECIALLY SUSCEPTIBLE
TO VIRAL INFECTIONS GIVEN THE CLOSE
QUARTERS AND SHARED LIVING SPACES
THEY TYPICALLY INHABIT. THEY ALWAYS
APPEAR WHEN LEAST EXPECTED AND
CERTAINLY WHEN LEAST WANTED, BUT
COMMON FALL ILLNESSES ALWAYS SEEM
TO FIND THEIR WAY INTO THE IMMUNE
SYSTEMS OF UNSUSPECTING STUDENTS.
WHETHER YOU’RE ALREADY SICK OR
TRYING TO PREVENT SICKNESS, HERE
ARE A COUPLE TIPS AND TRICKS TO STAY
HEALTHY THIS FALL.

Volume 57 Issue 7
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KEEP YOUR BODY WELL HYDRATED
Common fall illnesses tend to deplete the
body of water, easily causing dehydration. It is
important to ensure that your body is properly
hydrated, as this allows the immune system to
function at optimal levels.
GIVE YOUR BODY A CHANCE TO HEAL
When sick, it’s important to acknowledge that
your body is in a weakened state, and needs
to be given a bit of a break in order to heal. Try
to reduce stress in your life, make sure to get
enough sleep, and take plenty of breaks to rest
when studying.

◆
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WHAT IT IS: The flu is a viral infection that
attacks your nose, throat, and lungs.

WHAT IT IS: The common cold is a viral
infection in the upper respiratory tract.

SYMPTOMS: aching muscles, headaches,
dry cough, fatigue, sore throat, and fever.
The symptoms are very similar to that of the
common cold, but tend to be much more
intense and unpleasant.

SYMPTOMS: runny nose, sore throat,
coughing, sneezing, congestion, fever, and
body aches. These symptoms often have a
gradual onset, usually starting with a mild
version of one or a couple symptoms and
intensifying with time.

HOW LONG IT LASTS: Influenza tends to
occur suddenly, unlike the common cold’s
slower and more gradual onset. Influenza
also tends to last longer than the flu with
an average duration of one to two weeks.
However, complications such as pneumonia
or bronchitis may extend the length of the
sickness.

Information courtesy of Mayo Clinic

VISIT THE USD HEALTH CENTER
In addition to providing flu shots, the Student
Health Center provides on-campus medical
examinations as well as administration of
medications for applicable illnesses. Most
primary care examinations are covered by
the student health fee incorporated in USD’s
annual tuition. The Student Health Center is
located in Maher Hall, and is open from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on weekdays except for
Wednesday, when it is open from 8:30 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.

FEATURE

HOW TO PREVENT
ILLNESSES
GET A FLU SHOT
Arguably the nastiest of the common fall
illnesses, the influenza virus is extremely
preventable simply by getting a flu shot. The
Student Health Center will be offering flu shots
to students at no cost during fall semester to
help combat this common illness.

7

COMMON COLD

HOW LONG IT LASTS: Common colds usually
last seven to 10 days, but can last longer if
complications such as sinusitis (an infection of
the sinuses) and ear infections occur.

PREVENTION: The easiest prevention is to get
a flu shot. Though it is not a guarantee against
all strains of the flu, it is the simplest and
most effective way to protect the body from
influenza.

WHAT TO DO IF
YOU’RE SICK

◆

PREVENTION: Some ways to prevent a
cold are to wash your hands, disinfect your
belongings, eat well, get exercise, get enough
sleep, and manage stress.
Information courtesy of Mayo Clinic

FALL
FEVER

EAT A NUTRIENT-DENSE DIET, ESPECIALLY
FULL OF VITAMIN C
Regularly ingesting healthy doses of Vitamin
C can help prepare your body to fight against
colds. According to a 2017 study by Harvard
Health, daily supplements of Vitamin C can
reduce the length of a cold by about one day
of illness.
MAKE SURE TO GET PLENTY OF SLEEP
Don’t make a habit out of frequent all-nighters,
because sleep deprivation lowers the human
body’s defenses to illnesses. A 2015 study by
Aric Prather, a psychologist at the University of
California, San Francisco, indicated that adults
who got under six hours of sleep a night were
four times more likely to catch the common
cold than those who slept more than seven
hours a night.
Spread by Alee Pingol/The USD Vista; Content by Catherine Silvey/The USD Vista
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FUSO at Friendship Games

FUSO returns to the annual event at CSUF with over 4o other cultural organizations
FUSO from Page 1

but in between teams, which
made the whole event really fun
and brought everyone closer
together,” Agbayani said. “The
coaches were so motivational,
the players were so encouraging,
and I just love how at home I
felt by being a part of Friendship
Games.”
One of the events most
central to the day is roll call, a
performance in which each of the
schools performs a choreographed
dance. The dance is a great source
of pride for the participating
organizations, especially FUSO.
Involved
students
practiced
for weeks to perfect the dance,
working
tirelessly
toward
the culminating moment of
performing in front of thousands.
Crystal Nguyen, a sophomore
who attended Friendship Games
for the second time this year,
expressed the excitement and joy
of the performance, especially
given the hard work put into
perfecting it.
“My last two years I performed
in roll call, and the experience
is euphoric,” Nguyen said. “The
choreographers and directors put
so much thought and work into

a one-minute dance. We spend
long nights in the parking garage,
sometimes until 11 p.m., perfecting
and cleaning each singular
movement. The adrenaline that
performers experience as soon
as their shoes hit the stage, and
having your friends scream and
cheer you on from the front row is
otherworldly.”
Nguyen also cited one of her
favorite moments of the day as
the “SPUFing,” or spirited chants
done by both FUSO and all of
the organizations in attendance.
“SPUF” stands for spirit, pride,
unity, and friendship, all of which
are the core values of Friendship
Games.
“One of my favorite moments
this year was the SPUFs we did,”
Nguyen said. “Though the name
sounds kind of silly at first, it’s
what the entire day is about. Spirit
in the way we cheer for, celebrate,
and love each other. Pride in the
people, community, and culture
that we have. Unity with our
friends, organization, and overall
identity. Friendship that we both
form and continue to grow as
we engage in different activities
throughout the day.”
Vice President External of

FUSO Jen Seguin, a senior student
responsible for coordinating
Friendship Games for FUSO, also
cited “SPUFing” as her favorite
part of the day.
“My favorite part is ‘SPUFing’
with the other schools because
everyone is in unison, yelling
chants with choreographed dance
moves, and it shows all of the
hard work and dedication each
person put into it,” Seguin said.
“Everyone matches everyone
else’s energy and it shows that
everyone is putting in their 110
percent.”
Seguin
also
stressed
the importance of FUSO’s
participation
in
Friendship
Games, noting that the connection
and cultural pride experienced in
the one day of Friendship Games
resonates throughout the rest of
the school year.
“Friendship Games is one of the
best ways that members in FUSO
can come together in community
and build relationships with
others in the club and in the
Filipinx community,” Seguin
said. “There is a lot of hard work
put into Friendship Games
through practices but that directly
translates into the relationships

Every year in the fall, FUSO attends Friendship Games at CSUF.
Photo courtesy of Ali Agbayani

we build. For returning members,
going to Friendship Games is
full of the spirit that comes with
representing our organization
to the greater community, and
ensuring that the new members
are having an amazing first
experience. For our new members,
they see and really feel that we are
one community and we continue
to be in solidarity and support

each other no matter what.”
While striving to win the
various competitions of the day
and representing school pride for
USD are exciting components of
Friendship Games for FUSO, the
most important part of the event
is connecting with other FilipinoAmerican student organizations
and finding unity in the shared
passion for Filipino culture.
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Finding fall in San Diego

In a city that is always 70 degrees and sunny, finding fall requires a little creativity
Lizzy Jennings
A&C Editor
For some, the fall season
conjures up images of changing
leaves and cool breezes, cozy
sweaters
and
lit
candles.
However, here in San Diego,
residents must try their hardest
to make our perpetually-sunny
and mild climate feel something
like a changing season. Because
it doesn’t occur naturally for
Southern Californians, the fall
atmosphere can be created
instead through haunted houses
and pumpkin patches creatively
constructed in parking lots.
Though this may not sound as
appealing as a nice crisp fall day
elsewhere, San Diego’s take on
the season proves to be just as
satisfying in its own unique way.
If you’re looking to commit
to
the
quintessential
fall
experience, venture out to the
cozy town of Julian to really get
into the mood. Though it is a bit
of a trek, it seems the best way to
get into the fall spirit may be to
get a little further from the city.
Surrounded
by
apple
orchards, pumpkin fields, and
rolling hills; even the drive to
Julian is picturesque. Stop in
town for one of the famed pie
options — Julian Pie Company
and Mom’s Pie to start — but even
the smallest of restaurants have
their own take on the fall classic
in this town. Just like you’d
find pie around every corner,
fresh apple cider isn’t hard to
come by either, with a range
of flavors from classic apple to
boysenberry. Top your trip off by
visiting the local shops complete
with fall decorations, and it’s an
experience that arguably rivals
a traditional autumn. Though
the drive out to Julian takes
around an hour and a half,

The Julian Pie Company is one of the most popular and well-known locations for pie and other fall treats in this picturesque California town.

little bit of planning can make
this activity a fun full-day trip.
Closer
to
home
are
pumpkin patches, which pop
up all around the San Diego
area. Mission Valley hosts the
Pumpkin Station which provides
rows of pumpkins and plenty of
activities for visitors. Located
right in the Mission Valley
parking lot, parking is plentiful

and pumpkins are affordable,
with prices ranging depending
on pumpkin size. Pacific Beach
also has a pumpkin patch
right on Garnet Avenue which
makes getting out to grab a
pumpkin as easy as any other
errand. Though these types
of attractions can feel geared
toward children, the patches
are open to all ages. Students,

Apples are abundant in these orchards, the ground is nearly covered with fruit that has fallen from the trees.

especially ones who are from
places with seasonal changes,
can be right at home again like
little kids, searching for the
perfect pumpkin in the patch.
If
you’re
looking
for
something a little spookier
than just apple and pumpkin
picking, San Diego residents
have not one but three different
haunted experiences available

Molly Feeney/The USD Vista

Molly Feeney/The USD Vista

to them. Closest to campus is
The Disturbance, hosted by the
Haunted Hotel organization.
One of the organization’s
newest horror locations, The
Disturbance promises the same
level of gore and horror found
at all their other locations.
With three separate terrors
within one central location,
guests don’t have to worry
about downtown parking and
hassle like they do with some
of the alternate locations.
If you’re looking to branch
out from the Mission Valley
area however, The Haunted
Trails is another haunted horror
experience located in Balboa
Park. What may be scarier
to some are the ticket prices,
which ring in for $25 a head.
Patrons of these attractions
are thoroughly warned prior
to attending that they are
entering at their own risk, as
the sights inside are “incredibly
scary,” but they will definitely
satisfy those looking for a scare.
Fall has become a state of
being and a way of life, not
just a temperature range. San
Diegans don’t need to feel like
they’re missing out on falling
leaves and cool breezes with
activities like those highlighted
above abound in the city.
Finding fall in San Diego just
takes a little creativity. So pop
some pumpkin bread muffins
in the oven, light a fall-scented
candle, and start planning a day
full of your favorite activities.
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A Bite of San Diego: Breakfast

Breakfast is the most important meal of the day, so let us help you make it delicious
Kat Pereira
Contributor
This weekend, instead of
looking down at a sad cup
of microwaved oatmeal, try
some of San Diego’s best
breakfast eateries. Whether
you seek a slice of sugary
french toast or a proteinpacked omelette, your local
restaurants will not disappoint.
Snooze Eatery
3940 Fifth Ave.
San Diego, CA 92103
To kick us off is a fresh, new
take on your average breakfast
food chain. Snooze has locations
sprinkled all around the county in
Del Mar, Hillcrest, and La Jolla,
serving up just about anything
you could ask for. Parking
at Snooze is not too difficult
as the La Jolla and Del Mar
locations have plenty of plaza
parking space. However, when
going to the Hillcrest location,
leaving with enough time to find
parking is highly reccomended.
Snooze offers a plethora of
options for its customers to
choose from. Toreros looking
for a spicier flair to their meal
can try the Huevos Rancheros
($9.75) with delicious ranchero
sauce, pico de gallo, and cagefree eggs wrapped in corn or
flour tortillas with beans. Then
comes the pancake flight priced
at $8.00 for the sweet tooth who
can’t decide between the Sweet
Potato Pancakes with housemade caramel or the Pineapple
Upside Down Pancakes. But
what about the Toreros looking
to eat healthy? Well, the “Like
a Feather” part of the menu has
some nutritious dishes to choose
from such as the Goldilocks
Porridge ($9.75) with almond
milk-soaked amaranth, millet,
quinoa, and oats. This perfect
consistency is then topped off
with various berries, followed
by a sprinkle of almonds,
making it unlike any oatmeal
you’ve ever tasted. Snooze
opens at 6:30 a.m. and closes
at 2:30 p.m. Monday through
Sunday. However, if you’re
looking for a quick bite, plan to
arrive early on the weekends.
Cafe 21 Gaslamp
805 Fifth Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
Next comes Cafe 21, a
restaurant with a modern,
yet rustic ambiance and an
abundance of aestheticallypleasing plant life. There should
be plenty of parking at Cafe 21
as long as students do not go
during rush hour. Giving the
space a creative look, part of
the restaurant is completely
indoors with the other half of
the restaurant enclosed with
a tent lined with vines, leaves,
and hanging succulents. The
restaurant’s build is what
makes Cafe 21 the epitome of a
photogenic restaurant. In this
same way, the food does not
disappoint as presentation is
highly valued. Instead of soggy
eggs slapped on a plate, you’ll
find fresh avocado mousse
swirled over fluffy scrambled
eggs tinted orange with various

Sugar and Scribe’s eggs benedict dish features fresh greens and a poached egg, all smothered in a rich hollandaise sauce.
Photo courtesy of Kat Pereira

The Sugar and Scribe location is like a dream, filled with candy and confections stacked to the ceilings.
Photo courtesy of cultivar413/Flickr

spices. This Vegetarian Power
Bowl ($12.00) also comes with
taro hash and a side of zucchini
salad. No matter what you

decide to order on the menu, the
chefs at Cafe 21 will make your
dish look picture perfect, but
that’s not the only reason people

dine at the cafe. Its unique
take on your run-of-the-mill
breakfast favorites still manages
to keep those classic flavors you

know and love while bringing
something entirely new to the
table. Starting with its pancakes,
Cafe 21 serves up a rich Bananas
Foster Dutch Pancake ($8.00)
fresh on the pan. Yes, that’s right,
an actual pan of ooey-gooey
goodness will be brought to
your table. Omelets are another
classic breakfast food available
at almost every breakfast eatery,
but have you ever tried a short
rib omelet? Before giving away
all the secrets held behind
those leafy drapes, let’s move
on to the next breakfast stop.
Sugar and Scribe
7660 Fay Ave.
La Jolla, CA 92037
Candy. Lots and lots of
candy. Not for breakfast, but
if you’re not careful, Sugar and
Scribe might just tempt you
with dipping a freshly-baked
cookie in your coffee as you
wait for your breakfast to arrive.
That’s because Sugar and Scribe
presents itself as both a bakery
and breakfast spot in La Jolla.
Parking is plentiful as La Jolla has
a lot of two-hour parking spots
available, but it is important to
plan ahead in case of traffic. The
first highlight from the menu is
a dish called Posh Pigs ($14.00).
Lucky
Charms
pancakes
followed by two sausages and a
generous dose of maple syrup
make for an interesting take
on combining two popular
breakfast foods. However, it is
the eggs benedict that Sugar
and Scribe is best known for. A
new addition to their selection
of benedicts is called The
Mighty Benedict ($14.00). A
distinctive take on the standard
House Benedict with prosciutto,
arugula, and hollandaise, this
benedict includes beef stew
with black pudding. Sugar and
Scribe is a great place to try
before heading down to La Jolla
Shores to catch some waves.
Richard Walker
Pancake House
909 Prospect St.
La Jolla, CA 92037
Richard Walker’s Pancake
House is best known for their
apple pancake and rich, fullbodied coffee. The sweet smell of
cinnamon glaze as it drips down
the soft dough encasing fresh
Granny Smith apples marinated
in spices is what keeps customers
coming back for more. The coffee
served in-house is exclusive to
the restaurant’s operations and
sourced in Central America.
Richard Walker’s also has some
hidden treasures on the menu.
One of these treasures is the
“From the Creperie” section
of the menu. While Toreros
looking for a savory crepe may
find that the spinach crepe
suits them best, it is the Cherry
Kijafa Crepe that comes highly
recommended. On the pan
simmers Montmorency cherries
as their tart flavor marinated
in sweet Danish Kijafa wine
makes the perfect filling for a
crepe topped with more cherries
and powdered sugar on top.
The options for breakfast
are endless, so go out and
enjoy
a
morning
meal.
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Toreros defeat Valparaiso

USD wins their 32nd-straight PFL game with their victory over the Crusaders 42-17
Chris Spiering
Sports Editor
The University of San
Diego Toreros improved to 4-2
after defeating the Valparaiso
University Crusaders 42-17 in
the highest-scoring game of the
season so far for the Toreros.
After what seemed to be a
slow start for the Toreros, an
early defensive interception
from senior defensive back David
Tolbert got things going for USD
as the offense capitalized with a
touchdown from redshirt senior
quarterback Reid Sinnett to
junior receiver Alex Spadone.
The interception by Tolbert was
returned to the Crusader 11 yard
line, which set up the one-play
score for the Toreros to make the
score 7-0.
USD’s defense was dominant
the entire first half, giving
up only one field goal by the
Crusaders’ kicker, Dimitrios
Latsonas. The Crusaders kept
trying to run the football, but
it just wasn’t working for them
in the first half. Starting senior
running back Elias Earley ended
the first half with negative
rushing yards, and the team as a
whole finished with a total of two
rushing yards as redshirt junior
quarterback Chris Duncan ran
the ball five times for five yards.
“We have a great defensive
line,” USD junior linebacker
Kama Kamaka said. “Those big
boys up front really came to play
and we stuck to our game plan.
I’m happy we played well in the
first half.”
Scoring a season-high 42
points would usually call for a
celebration, but since the team
didn’t perform as well as they
hoped, the Toreros are staying
humble.
“I thought Valpo overall
outplayed us,” USD football
head coach Dale Lindsey said.
“Are they as talented as we

Junior linebacker Kama Kamaka finished the game with nine total tackles, with two coming for a loss of yards.

are? No. But they hustled and
worked harder than we did
today. We played well last week
at Davidson but we were at the
bottom of the pile today.”
Despite the overall lack of
offensive performance early on
for USD, senior receiver Michael
Bandy had himself a great
game with eight receptions for
171 yards receiving and three
touchdowns. Bandy was a part of
the longest play of the day with
a 75-yard touchdown reception.
Prior to the game, Bandy was just
four receptions away from ninth
all-time on the total receptions
list for USD. He was also 78
yards away from fourth all-time
in total receiving yardage for the
Toreros. He accomplished both
of those feats in the win over

Valparaiso.
The connection between
Bandy
and
Sinnett
is
unbreakable, as they are almost
always on the same page.
“He
is
actually
my
roommate,”
Sinnett
said.
“And so we spend a lot of time
together. He just does such a
good job of preparing each week
and putting himself in a good
spot. We gameplan a lot to make
sure that he gets touches.”
The Toreros picked things up
toward the end of the first half
as Sinnett threw one of his five
touchdown passes on the day to
Bandy for a 50-yard score after
Bandy was left wide open on a
play-action pass.
With just under a minute left
in the first half, USD was only up

The Torero offense celebrates after a touchdown caught by sophomore tight end Dalton Kincaid.
Photo courtesy of Thomas Christensen

14-3. An eight-yard touchdown
reception by Bandy from Sinnett
moved the score to 21-3, marking
Bandy’s second touchdown catch
of the day. Then a fumble by
the Crusaders on the following
kickoff was recovered by Kamaka
on the Valpo 25 yard line. The
first play after the turnover, the
Toreros successfully completed
a trick play where junior backup
quarterback Alex Farina threw
a pass to junior running back
Terrence Smith on a reverse.
The following play was another
touchdown pass from Sinnett
to Spadone for his second
touchdown grab of the day with
only 30 seconds remaining in
the half. The score was 28-3 at
halftime.
In the first half, the Toreros
did something you won’t see
very often. They completed
passes from three different
quarterbacks: Sinnett, Farina,
and junior Mason Randell.
Sinnett had to be removed for a
play because his helmet came off
on the previous play and Randell
came in and completed a pass to
senior fullback Zach Nelson.
The longest play of the game
for the Crusaders happened on
a 31-yard rush by Earley early
on in the third quarter. That
play seemed to have opened up
the running game for Valpo.
The Crusaders scored their first
touchdown of the game on that
possession by a great play from
Duncan, their quarterback. He
rolled to the right and broke
three Torero tackles and escaped
to the end zone from about 12
yards out. The score was 28-10.
The momentum switched
right back to USD as the first
play of the next possession was
the 75-yard touchdown catch

Photo courtesy of USD Athletics

from Sinnett to Bandy to make
the score 35-10.
Valparaiso scored another
touchdown on their following
possession, and it was once
again their quarterback Duncan,
who ran it in from six yards out
to add to their score, making it
35-17.
After a punt by USD, the
Crusaders tried to get tricky
and attempted a fake punt that
did not go well for them, as
the Torero special teams unit
tackled their punter for a 14-yard
loss. That set up a 15-yard rush
by Sinnett to move the score to
42-17. That was Sinnett’s sixth
touchdown of the game with
under a minute and a half left in
the third quarter.
That was the last score of the
game as the fourth quarter was
slow and the Toreros put in their
reserves to seal the victory.
USD now has a 32-game
PFL win streak as the Toreros
continue to dominate the
conference.
“I think it has a lot to say
about our coaches,” Sinnett said.
“And how they prep us each
week. This conference is getting
better and we are doing a good
job of continuing to improve
and get better talent. We have
guys that want to stick around
our program and want to win
championships.”
Continuing the PFL streak
will only get tougher as USD
travels to the University of
Dayton next Saturday to take
on the Flyers. The Flyers are
4-2 after losing to the Stetson
Hatters this past weekend. The
next home game for the USD
is Saturday, Nov. 2 at 2 p.m. as
they host PFL opponent Drake
University at Torero stadium.
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Sinnett starts senior year

Quarterback Reid Sinnett earns his second PFL Offensive Player of the Week honor
Chris Spiering
Sports Editor
Growing up in the small town
of Johnston, Iowa, Reid Sinnett
was the only high school senior
in the entire state to start in
three varsity sports: football,
baseball, and basketball.
Though it seems as if football
was Sinnett’s best sport, it was
actually baseball that grabbed
a lot of attention from colleges,
including the University of Iowa.
“I was better at baseball in
high school,” Sinnett said. “And
I actually had offers to play
baseball, but I decided I wanted
to come play football here (at
USD).”
Sinnett knows football is
his real passion. The reasons
that led to Sinnett choosing
USD as his home were simple.
He had opportunities to play
at a few Ivy League schools like
Harvard and Yale, but because
of some coaching changes at
the respective schools, Reid saw
better opportunities elsewhere.
The process that helped
Sinnett get to USD took patience,
something that he has a lot of.
“They told me to call Tanner
Ingstred, who was the offensive
coordinator here at the time,”
Sinnett said. “I called him like
four or five times and he never
picked up. My dad told me to call
him one more time and I felt like
it was embarrassing and that he
clearly doesn’t want me there.
But he finally picked up and he
said he loved my film, so I then
went on an official visit, and
then San Diego sold itself.”
Sinnett waited his turn
for four years as the backup
quarterback to former Torero
Anthony Lawrence, who is
USD’s and the PFL’s all-time
passing leader with 12,628
yards. It’s rare to see someone
stay a backup for that long
knowing he could have had a
chance to transfer to another
school to give himself a better
opportunity to play. But when
Sinnett’s redshirt senior year
came around, he was announced
the starting quarterback for the
2019 season.
“Four years of a lot of waiting
for an opportunity,” Sinnett
said. “It didn’t come until
now and Anthony (Lawrence)
did such a good job, so that’s
kinda how it worked. I’ll never
complain about that, but I wish
the opportunity came earlier.”
Even though he was the
backup for all that time, he still
was able to earn some playing
time, and was part of four
Pioneer Football League (PFL)
Championships.
“I got four championship
rings,” Sinnett said. “And
hopefully a fifth if we keep doing
what we are doing right now.”
The Toreros, now 4-2 (3-0
PFL), lost their first two games
of the season this year, but
have bounced back and have
won their last four games —
including wins over Harvard
and Davidson. Sinnett earned
his second PFL Offensive Player
of the Week honor this season

Sinnett has thrown for 2,009 yards with 22 passing touchdowns on the season so far. He has back-to-back games with five passing touchdowns.
Photo courtesy of Thomas Christensen

after throwing for 358 yards and
five touchdown passes in the
win over Davidson on the road
last Saturday. He had a stellar
84 percent completion rate as
he threw just five incomplete
passes all game. It’s safe to say
that Sinnett had his best game of
his career yet.
Earning an honor like that
can boost a player’s confidence,
but to Sinnett, it’s more than
just an individual award.
“It’s a product of how we

it makes my stats look good. I
threw a four-yard pass to Dalton
(Kincaid) who took it 75 yards
for a touchdown. So that is what
makes the stats and everything
play out.”
Sinnett is currently only
taking one class this semester
as he is preparing to graduate.
But that gives him more time
to study film and prepare for
Saturdays.
“Week to week it’s winning,”
Sinnett says. “Coaches put us in

in the Torero offense is more
than just throwing a football
and handing it off to the running
back. The quarterback needs
to know everyone’s role inside
and out, always communicates
with his teammates, and makes
sure everyone is doing their
job correctly. The backup
quarterbacks also have an
important role in the play calling
because they give out the signals
to the starter. It sometimes
takes too long for the coaches to

Sinnett has not thrown an interception in the last four games, giving his offense an opportunity to score every possession.
Photo courtesy of Thomas Christensen

prepare throughout the week,”
Sinnett said. “The coaches put us
in really good positions and last
week it just so happened that
we were going to beat Davidson
with a passing attack. Our
receivers are making plays and

a great spot, everyone is focused
and we prepare very well. All of
those things become byproducts
of how we prepare, and all of the
other stuff kind of takes care of
itself.”
The role of the quarterback

explain the call before each play,
so the Toreros use signals to
the offense to speed up the play
calling.
To Sinnett, the role of
the quarterback is the most
important role in the game of

football. Even the coaches give
them some leniency to allow
them to change the play call and
do what they need to do.
“The quarterback in our
offense specifically is reading
the defense and making sure
the offense is in the right play,”
Sinnett said. “So a lot of the time
we call two plays in the huddle
so that it allows us to change the
call if we need to.”
Earlier in the year against Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo, Sinnett
threw a pass that was deflected
right back into his hands, and he
ran with it for 30 yards for a TD.
Sinnett stands at six-feetfour inches tall and weighs
roughly 225 pounds. His style of
play isn’t to tuck the ball and run
for a ton of yards, but he is more
than capable of doing so. He has
55 rushing yards on the season
so far on 26 attempts.
“I
always
think
that
(describing my style of play) is
an interesting question,” Sinnett
said. “I’m a big guy so I’m willing
to stand in the pocket a little bit
more. I’m not super athletic by
any means but I’m big enough
and strong enough to where I can
do enough on my feet. I definitely
feel comfortable throwing from
the pocket and I love throwing
the deep ball. Being efficient in
the lower zones opens that up
for everything else.”
Football has taken full reign
of Sinnett’s life right now, but he
does have other interests in his
free time.
“(Football) has taken up a lot
of my time to be honest,” Sinnett
said. “My roommate Michael
(Bandy) loves to surf so I’ll tag
along. I’m terrible but I like to
go sit out there every once in a
while. I also like playing Fortnite
with my friends and going to the
beach, but I spend most of my
time trying to become the best
football player I can be.”
As the Toreros are in
midseason form, Sinnett is ready
to lead his team to another PFL
title and to the FCS playoffs for
the fifth time in school history.

